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Expander graphs are a type of highly connected and at the same time sparse graphs.
They come up in numerous contexts in computer science and mathematics. Among these
are error reduction in probabilistic algorithms, sieving methods in number theory, fast
generation of pseudorandom elements in groups, graph and knot embedding problems,
etc.

We will introduce three equivalent definitions of expander graphs: combinatorial, alge-
braic, and probabilistic. A large part of the course will be dedicated to the (nontrivial!)
problem of explicitly constructing examples of expander graphs. Most of these known con-
structions are highly symmetric graphs coming from groups of Lie type, such as SL2(Z)
and its finite quotients. We will show how expansion in these groups is related to Kaz-
hdan’s property (T ) and quasirandomness from representation theory, approximate su-
bgroups from nonabelian additive combinatorics, and the rate of growth of subsets under
multiplication from geometric group theory with some basic algebraic geometry. We will
follow the influential papers of Helfgott [2] and Bourgain–Gamburd [1].

Time permitting, we will discuss in more detail some of the applications of expander
graphs.

Prerequisites

Basic undergraduate knowledge of graph theory, group theory, probability, and functional
analysis. Some very basic knowledge of representation theory and algebraic geometry will
also be useful.
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